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Vandana is a former model turned actress who has featured in some popular Hindi films. She
received national fame after she starred alongside the famous actor Salman Khan in the Hindi movie

PK. Though she has had very limited roles so far, she is tipped to get more assignments in the
upcoming season. Her movie Dharam Veer is all set to be released later this year. Arjuna Rajinikanth
also made his entry in the show, making him the first contestant who arrived after the second week
in which the show had decided to have only male contestants. Arjuna Rajinikanth is popular for his
popular party songs and his positions in Indian and Telugu film industries. Arjuna Rajinikanth also

made his acting debut with the movie Nayak in the year 1999. He has played many supporting roles
in movies like Puli Geetha, Janumadaka, Subramanyam for Sri Sriskanda Balachandar and

Vinayakudu. Actor Indraja directed the movie and the screenplay is written by Ramajogayya Shastri.
The Telugu film has music composed by Arjun Janya. The soundtrack album consists of five tracks.
The movie features Ishwar and Yashika in the lead roles. It was earlier called Happy Days Telugu

Version. The movie is inspired by the old 1994 Bollywood hit starring Vidya Balan, Satish Kaushik and
Jackie Shroff. The characters in this movie are Shashidhar, Yashika and Ishwar. “Film is a simple love

story of a man who is called up for Army’s drill. After that he falls in love with the neighbor girl,
thereby breaking the lifetime bond with his wife who is her mother. The rest is the happy days of his

life. This is the plot of the movie,” director Indraja told reporters.
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